
Mobile Point of Sale 

Technology has come a long way with innovative products and solutions that have made a massive 

impact on our daily lives. And not only in our personal lives but business as well has been 

transformed by technology such as the way payment between customer and business is made. 

Money transfer or EFT has become the gold standard but now there is a new phenomenon called 

portable credit card machines or mPOS.  

Basically an mPOS (mobile point of sale) is a small wireless machine, smartphone or tablet that 

performs the function of an electronic point of sale terminal. It is similar to a card swiping machine 

found in retail stores but only the mPOS is smaller and portable allowing you to offer your clients an 

alternative payment method where ever you are.  

But is mPOS practical in a non-retail business? We can all agree the practicality of it in retail stores 

but what benefits does a card machine offer to service based businesses? I cannot imagine a client 

paying for a web design using a card machine nor if you manufacture pre-ordered products. But if 

you sell readymade products such as bottled water it is practical for a customer to walk in, pick a few 

then pay via mPOS to leave with her purchase. But if it is an order which you can only deliver in a 

few days I doubt any smart customer will make a card swipe. Why, because it’s all about trust, we 

use our cards in Shoprite because we trust Shoprite but to an entrepreneur I am meeting for the first 

time to hand over my card to place in his smartphone, I doubt! 

But manufactures of the mPOS would have us believe that it can boost sales. But I cannot see how a 

card machine in your office can aid in your sales efforts. To the contrary, I would assume asking a 

client to make payment via mPOS would dissuade him. Why, because clients do not want to be 

pressured into making payment right away in your office. Clients want to have an opportunity to 

think over the deal, terms and conditions and then make payment when they have complete 

confidence in you.  

And then there is the cost of purchasing the machine and monthly or transaction fees of which are 

unnecessary because using EFT costs neither you nor your client a penny. The problem with mPOS is 

that African consumers neither trust nor are ready for unconventional payment methods. Everyone 

is weary of scammers and fraudsters and you do not want to threaten your deal by imposing 

payment methods which are unfamiliar to your clients.  
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